Barrels are patterned groups of neurons in rodent somatosensory cortex that correspond one to one with the animal's facial whiskers. Dirichlet domains are a class of convex polygon found frequently in nature, often arising by nucleation from center points. Analytic and graphical methods were devised to verify the hypothesis that Dirichlet domains accurately describe the adult barrel fields of normal mice. We found that normal barrel fields and abnormal barrel fields caused by supernumerary whiskers or lesions to the whisker pad are closely approximated by this mathematical formalism. This implies that each developing cortical barrel organizes about a center point. Experiments in neonatal animals (Senft and Woolsey, 1991a) demonstrate foci in the thalamocortical afferent (TCA) distributions. These results support an hypothesis in which TCAs are the nucleating agents causing barrels to organize as Dirichlet domains. This is made possible because TCA terminals from each barreloid (a whisker-related group of cells in the ventrobasal complex of the thalamus) initially colonize somatosensory cortex with an approximately "Gaussian" distribution. These peaked groups of related TCAs behave as Dirichlet domain centers. They generate barrel structures competitively, in animals with normal or with perturbed whisker patterns, via statistical epigenetic interactions within and between distinct TCA Gaussians associated with separate whiskers. This leads to selective axon outgrowth and pruning of single TCA branches, regulated by the TCA population, and creates beneath each Gaussian the dense knot of related TCA arbors typical of the barrel cortex. Similar parcellation of neuronal processes into contending subgroups having spatially coherent actions could lead to nucleation of other geometric patterns as Dirichlet domains elsewhere in the brain.
Along the whisker pathway of the rodent somatosensory system there are honeycombed patterns of neurons whose order, in brainstem, thalamus, and cerebral cortex, precisely mimics the arrangement of whiskers on the face. Early descriptions of this correlation in cortex (Woolsey and Van der Loos, 1970) , relied on Nissl staining. That technique emphasizes the annular distributions of neuronal cell bodies that define subdivisions of cortical layer IV and gave rise to the term "barrel" cortex. Other stains now exist that have improved spatial resolution. These differentially mark structures such as mitochondria (WongRiley, 1979) , afferents (Jensen and Killackey, 1983) , extracellular matrix molecules (Cooper and Steindler, 1985) , or synapses (Jensen, 1987; Steindler et al., 1990) and reveal that barrels have abrupt and nearly linear edges, separated by gaps ("septa") of fairly uniform thickness (Figs. 1,2) . The pattern gives the impression that somatosensory cortex is tiled, in analogy to a patio constructed with polygonal flagstones. Thus, we wondered whether the mathematics of tiling might help us better understand barrel formation and function.
Barrel geometries are exclusively convex, and their septa tend to intersect to approximate 120° triads, giving a sense of balanced packing or construction. One tiling scheme having these properties and suggestive of barrels is the Dirichlet domain. Its inventor, the Prussian mathematician Peter Gustav Lejeune Dirichlet (1805 Dirichlet ( -1859 , had a deep interest in describing natural phenomena, particularly those shaped by minimization of physical properties. Dirichlet's domains are geometrical figures each having a center point surrounded by a neighborhood, which includes the space closer to that center point than to any other center point. In a plane, a set of Dirichlet centers generates a set of confluent convex polygons, whose mutual boundaries are uniquely determined by the perpendicular bisectors between every pair of nearest-neighbor points ( Fig. 5A-C ). These geometrical figures are known by a variety of other names, such as Meijering cells (Meijering, 1953) , Gilbert cells (Gilbert, 1962) , S-mosaics (Gilbert, 1962) , Voronoi regions (Lewis and Rogers, 1974) , Wigner-Seitz cells (Honda, 1978) , Thiessen polygons (Arnold and Milne, 1984) , and Voronoi tessellations (Arnold and Milne, 1984) .
Parcellations of this sort accurately describe a wide . Each subcortical pattern seen in C, E, and G is similar to the conical pattern shown in Figure 1 . A and B show a perpendicular section through the barrel field in the cerebral cortex, at lower and higher powers, respectively. Ruorescence is brighter within the layer IV barrels as compared with septa. The pia is at the top in A, and the dorsal midline is to the left. C and 0 show the ventrobasal complex (VB) in the thalamus. Barreloids are sharply delineated. Somata tend to lie near barreloid boundaries. The cytoplasm, nudeoli, and a grainy "ground substance" are fluorescent. Fibers that are nonfluorescem run vertically between and among the barreloids. Dorsal is to the right and lateral is up. E-H show the trigeminal subnuclei of the brainstem. Dorsal is to the left and lateral is up. E and F. variety of two-and three-dimensional natural phenomena, many of which involve nucleation and competitive growth and the minimization of some attribute. Many inanimate objects are "Dirichletiform," including crystals (Johnson and Mehl, 1939; Meijering, 1953; Gilbert, 1962) , Benard convection cells (Whitehead, 1971) , Ouchterlony immunoprecipitates, and some soap bubbles. There are many biological phenomena of this type, as well, for example, root and canopy systems showing contact inhibition, Figure 3 . Definitions of Dirichlet domains. A Given "center" points (1-7). the Dirichlet domain corresponding to each point will be the region of space closer to that point than to any other. Domain boundaries are formed from segments of the perpendicular bisectors equidistant (5) between nearest-neighbor points, as indicated for adjacent points 7 and 2. B, Interconnecting all nearest-neighbor center points produces a network, known as the Delaunay triangulation, which is the mathematical dual of the Dirichlet diagram. Each triangle edge is orthogonal to a domain boundary, and each diagram implies the information expressed by the other. Delaunay triangles are useful in providing optimal triangulations for topological contouring (Sibson, 1978) . C, Linear boundaries occur when center points arise synchronously. When they arise sequentially (Johnson and Mehl, 1939) , generalized hyperbolic segments form die boundaries. A hyperbola represents the locus of points a constant difference in distance from two foci, and straight lines result in the null case. Center points here are the same as in A and their relative sequence of arrival is indicated by numerical subscript. Note the rates of territorial acquisition are uniform here; if they vary as well, still more complex boundaries result (see also Fig. AC. right) .
territories of the stickleback perch, and even ecological niches (Lewis and Rogers, 1974) . More recently, the territories of other animals (Honda, 1978) , epithelial cells, cross sections of muscle (Honda, 1983) , and dendritic arbors in retina (Peichl et al., 1987) have been added to the list of living systems described by Dirichlet domains. The viewpoint that brain structures are Dirichlet domains brings with it novel means for hypothesis generation and experimental design in the study of the CNS. However, the initial supposition that barrels are Dirichletiform was based solely on a visual impression, and it is important to have more objective and precise ways of testing the hypothesis. Below, we present and evaluate the barrel cortex for "Dirichletness" by two main methods. One is adopted from Honda (1978 Honda ( , 1983 ; the second method was developed independently.
Materials and Methods
additional details). These strategies were implemented in software written by one of us (S.L.S.).
(1) Exclusion of Overtly non-Dirichlet Patterns
Judging that a given pattern is not composed of Dirichlet domains can be straightforward. Dirichlet boundaries are completely defined by the perpendicular bisectors between each pair of nearest-neighbor points. Thus, at a minimum, the pattern must consist of convex polygons (see Figs. 3A, 4B) . However, there are many networks of convex polygons that are not fields of Dirichlet domains. A common type of pattern that might be mistaken for Dirichlet domains consists of very large and very small polygons, closely intermingled. One such counterexample, created by a modest distortion of barrel-like components, is illustrated in Figure 4A . Its similarity to barrels additionally shows that if barrel fields do correspond to Dirichlet domains, then the congruence is not likely to be coincidental.
Overall Strategy
The following briefly explains the strategies we devised or adapted to demonstrate that barrels are Dirichlet domains (see A Dirichlet domains must be convex polygons, but not all convex polygons are Dirichlet domains. For example, no single point inside domain "8" can simultaneously form edge AB and edge BC, for domains "A" and "C" are too small to contain the requishefy distant points and the central region of "fl" cannot be accounted for by Dirichlet domains nucleated by point sources [but see Drysdale's (1978) variant in C] . B. In Dirichlet domains, lines orthogonal to each edge can converge to a single point, and conversely, every edge must lie on a perpendicular biseaor between a pair of neighboring centers (see illustration on leh). Nonconvex polygons cannot be (synchronous) Dirichlet domains, for lines orthogonal to concave sides do not converge to a single center point and still intersect the polygon's sides. Conversely, perpendicular bisectors between provisional centers cannot produce the appropriate (i.e.. nearest) concave edges. C A more general class of nucleated region, inclusive of Dirichlet domains, is called a "star figure" [leh) . They have the property that all loci within them can be seen from (at least) one vantage point. These figures are often nonporygonal and can arise from variations in the time of arrival of centers, or by generalizing centers as lire segments (Orysdale. 1978) . Nonstar figures contain inaccessible regions {right] that cannot be produced even by the Johnson-Mehl Dirichlet variants. They result if the rate of growth varies over time within a domain. A to calculate an index of "deviation" from an exact Dirichlei domain for any polygon in a network (Honda. 1978) . extend the polygon's edge [broken arwWt at each vertex, measure the angle (0) that it makes with the external edge entering the vertex, then rotate another ray {solid arrows) in from the polygon's subsequent edge by the same angle. Next, search for that point in the plane that minimizes the sum of the squared distances to all secondary rays [solid arrows). The dimensionless index of deviation is this minimum divided by the polygon's area and approaches zero as the polygon better approximates an exact Dirichlet domain. B shows the topography of the deviation index for each polygon. The sum of squared distances to the secondary rays was obtained for each pixel and is represented as a gray value. The central polygon shows the path taken by the search algorithm to find minima. Empirically, each polygon showed a single basin (here represented in white), suggesting that in general the minimum is unique. C, A second means for deciding if a reticulum has Dirichlet domains involves selecting a provisional set of centers and comparing their Dirichlet boundaries to the original reticulum. Center points are adjusted until a best fit between the two boundary sets is found. This method is powerful, since the thick boundaries (generated by the numbered small points) directly show the fit to the target network {thin lines).
be used to approximate locations of putative Dirichlet centerpoints. Following Honda (1978) , we identified centers solely from geometric analysis of the orientations of the edges of each polygon in the reticulum, relative to those of neighboring polygons. The method projects rays from each vertex toward the interior of the polygon and identifies the point closest to all of the rays (see also Fig. 5 /1).
(3) Dirichlet Boundaries from Derived Center Points
The derived locations of the presumed center points in turn can be used to synthesize exact Dirichlet domains that may be compared visually with the original edges (see Fig. 5 C) . Accordingly, we designed a computer program to construct the Dirichlet domain boundaries that are associated with an arbitrary set of points in a plane. For comparison, the resulting network was drawn on a display monitor over the test pattern whose analysis generated the coordinates of the points.
(4) Index of Dirichletness Honda's method for identifying centers also yields a numerical estimate of how much each polygon deviates from a true Dirichlet domain. The estimate consists of the sum of the squared distances from the rays to the center point, divided by the area of the polygon (Fig. 5B ). This dimensionless "deviation index" is zero for exact Dirichlet domains where the rays converge to a point and increases nonlinearly as Dirichlet domains are deformed and the rays become unfocused. Indices derived from a variety of natural systems provide an empirical frame of reference for evaluating how closely a reticulated pattern matches Dirichlet domains (see Honda, 1978 Honda's (1983) published networks and gave deviation values within 30% of his, a minor difference given the nonlinear sensitivity to distortion of input data. The accuracy of our routines was also assessed by an internal check: indices calculated using the boundaries of exact (synthesized) Dirichlet domains departed by only =10~" from their theoretical value of zero. This is 10 orders of magnitude more precise than values obtained from any traced data and verifies that the cortical patterns were analyzed accurately.
(5) Shrinking Boundaries to Improve Dirichletness A reticulum's correspondence to Dirichlet domains (as measured in step 3, above) can in some cases be improved by analytically minimizing the interfacial lengths, to simulate "shrinkage" (Fig. 7) . This is done by iteratively pivoting randomly selected boundaries, while keeping the areas of the adjacent polygons fixed (again, see Honda, 1983) . Retaining those edge orientations giving the shortest boundary lengths between the affected vertices can reduce the overall interfacial length within a network. The program emulated this form of shrinkage and monitored the deviation index of patterns as they were being modified.
(6) Superimposition of Dirichlet Boundaries by Placing Center Points
Center points may be sited roughly by eye. Dirichlet boundaries are generated from the perpendicular bisectors between neighboring points. In this "superpositioning" strategy, exact Dirichlet domains are constructed by the computer program, around points that are manually placed and moved with a data tablet. The calculated reticulum is superimposed dynamically over the digitized image of the test network, that is, barrel boundaries. Center points are then adjusted iteratively to improve the correspondence between the test edges and the calculated Dirichlet boundaries. The process is repeated until an optimal match is obtained between the determined Dirichlet boundaries and the original pattern (Fig. 8) 14 . Some of these synthetic boundary vertices might be misaligned, relative to the test pattern. We adjusted the vertices, interactively, to make the derived polygons superimpose over the natural network even more exactly. A deviation index was then calculated for the adjusted pattern. In practice, this index can be significantly smaller than that derived from camera lucida tracings and without distorting the rendition of the original data.
(8) Verification
The deviation values and the degree of similarity between natural and synthetic patterns, either before or after shrinkage and realignment, give objective indications of the Dirichletness of any test network. Accordingly, we aimed to resolve the hypothesis that barrels are Dirichletiform by calculating their deviation indices and by synthesizing barrel fields composed of exact Dirichlet domains, from both manually placed and analytically derived centers. These operations were carried out by means of a set of modular programs, which we wrote in RATFOR and ran on a PDP 11-44 computer equipped for visual output with a Grinnell GMR 270 image processor. To evaluate barrels by these numerical and visual criteria, barrel fields were reconstructed from serial sections through the cortices of mature mice.
Tissue Preparation
Adult Swiss-Webster mice were anesthetized with chloral hydrate and perfused transcardially with cold saline followed by 4% formaldehyde in 0.2 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. Brains were removed and frozen sectioned tangent to the barrel field, at 50 nm. Sections were stained for succinic acid dehydrogenase (SDH; e.g., Durham, 1982) or cytochrome oxidase (Wong-Riley, 1979) , mounted onto chrome-alumsubbed slides, dehydrated through ethanol and xylene, and coverslipped with Permount. The micrographs in Figure 2 were obtained from young mice that were fixed in Bouin's solution, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned at 20 pm. Several specimens processed in this manner fortuitously proved to have a very intense "autofluorescence" that shows the central vibrissa-related patterns extremely clearly and highlights their polygonal aspects. Attempts to reproduce this degree of autofluorescence have not succeeded. The related pattern of whiskers on the face in Figure 9 was traced from a paraffin-sectioned preparation, stained with hematoxylin and eosin (see Durham, 1982) .
Data Entry
Sections stained for SDH showing the barrel field were traced with a camera lucida. For each section, line segments representing barrel boundaries were drawn freehand, centered along the septa. Sets of these line drawings were photocopied to transparencies to facilitate registration, and composite patterns were made. In cases of vertex misalignment between sections, an average location was adopted. Seven or eight drawings were needed to reconstruct an entire barrel field. These linearized composite patterns were then entered into the computer with a Summagraphics Bitpad data tablet, for analysis using the programs outlined above.
Results
Twelve reconstructed hemispheres (788 barrels) were analyzed. Derived center points were used to regenerate exact Dirichlet domains, and these synthetic polygons were compared with the original barrels. Reconstructed patterns and corresponding indices are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
Results Using Honda's Methods
An overall index value for mouse barrels of =0.054 was obtained with Honda's metric. This average value, per se, marginally indicates nucleation. However, many of the barrels characteristically had smaller average values. Those representing the smaller whiskers on the snout (see Fig. 6 , bottom of row E and rows F and G) generally had indices more typical of natural Dirichlet domains. Much of the overall magnitude of the deviation index in Figure 6 derived from a few ill-constrained polygons, often related to barrels at the edge of the barrel field where the septa were poorly defined (e.g., a, 0, <y, A3, A4, E6, 12, 13; for nomenclature, see captions to Figs. 1,6, and 9). Occasionally, traced regions had individual deviation values as high as 0.300-0.400. Barrels D3, D4, and D5 each had one (out of 12) inordinately high deviation value. Published patterns from rat, gerbil, hamster, guinea pig, and mutant mice Yamakado and Yohro, 1979; Sikich et al., 1986; Van der Loos et al., 1986) were also analyzed. Those barrel fields had similarly equivocal average values (=0.055) that likewise were significantly biased upward by some barrels on the rim of the field.
Barrel fields were also assessed based on the locations of center points and the shapes of the polygons generated by Honda's algorithm. Again, qualified conclusions were reached. The overall visual correspondence was generally close. Most often, the center points were well positioned and respecified the traced barrel forms accurately, but in other cases they were obviously misplaced and the resulting synthetic boundaries were malformed. Closer inspection of many of these instances showed that the original Figure 1 to show the barrel nomenclature and the average deviation indices (x 100). Larger barrels of the posteromedial barrel subfield (PMBSF) are in raws A-E, which correspond to the five dorsal to ventral rows of large whiskers on the face. Barrels within each row are numbered 1 to n corresponding to the caudal to rostral numbering of the whiskers. A barrel, not seen in Figure 1 , related to a whisker over the eye (supraorbital) is labeled 50. Barrel rows F through / represent the smaller whiskers on the upper lip, ventral to row £ The asterisk indicates the region responsive to the common fur between the row 6 whiskers and the nares (e.g., Welker, 1976) . Barrels with indices greater than 8.0 are CB. D3-D8, and E8-E7. Many have indices greater than 3. As Table 1 shows, relaxation procedures (see Fig. 5 ) produce significant reductions in the indices without changing the barrel pattern appreciably, as depicted in Figure 7 . See Results for details. Medial is to the left and anterior is down.
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Figure 7. Dirichlet analysis using an index of deviation. These figures show the left ({.) and right (fl) conical barrel field patterns from six adult mice, stained for SDH. Each was drawn from a series of seven to nine (50-Mro-thick) sections. Consensus •patterns were retraced into the computer for analysis. First, a raw Dirichlet deviation index was calculated (see Materials and Methods and Fig. 3 ) for every polygon within each pattern [columns 1 and 3). Then, because the reconstruction procedure clearly may have distorted the native pattern, each network was "shrunken" to minimize its net interracial lengths {columns 2 and 4), and its Dirichlet indices were recalculated. If the native cortical tissue minimizes boundary lengths, or stress, then this procedure could compensate for distortions introduced by the reconstruction process, and a more accurate index might be obtained. The shrinking process generally improves the Dirichlet indices by «100% without appreciably altering the patterns. The deviation indices calculated for each case are shown in Table 1. averaged tracing had clearly misrepresented their barrel's shape.
Caveats
At face value, a provisional conclusion is that, while many barrels are very close to Dirichletiform, the whole rodent barrel field is only moderately well approximated by Dirichlet domains. However, small variations in the orientation of polygon edges can significantly increase the calculated deviation values and shift the locations of center points (particularly at the edges of the barrel field, where there are fewer constraining rays). Also, there are several reasons to expect inaccuracies in assigning orientations to barrel boundaries. First, barrel edges, although sharp, are not precisely linear, and the septa are not uniform in width. Thus, "average" segment bearings can be subjective. Second, barrel fields are slightly domed in situ, but are treated here as two-dimensional structures. Honda (1978) showed that the index of deviation increases when a field of Dirichlet domains is tilted out of its plane and the projection analyzed. For barrels, the angle of tilt is small and should introduce an error of a few percent. Third, tissue sections were distorted during histological processing. This must affect the calculation of deviation indices unless the shrinkage or other distortions are isotropic in the plane of the section.
Error Compensation by Relaxation
One may compensate for some of the potential causes of distortion. For instance, if a reticulum forms under tension, then the interfacial lengths of its component polygons will tend to be minimized. If distorted (e.g., in tracing), such networks can be "restored" by simulating elastic shrinkage (see Honda, 1983) . The software incorporates this as a relaxation process and restores the reconstructed barrel fields mathematically (see Materials and Methods and Fig. 7 caption) . Elastic shrinkage does not reduce Dirichlet devi- "shrunk" to barrel patterns after and "shrunk" patterns see Figure   ation indices of many networks (Honda, 1983) , but it does dramatically for barrel field patterns (Table  1) . After shrinking, barrel fields have average deviation values of about 0.028, which Honda's metric ascribes to nucleated domains. Interestingly, differences between the original and shrunken diagrams are difficult to detect, and the latter are as good a rendering of the biology as the original tracings (compare Fig. 7 , left vs right). This argues that barrels are Dirichlet forms that were transcribed and digitized noisily. It also suggests that if barrels are instances of Dirichlet domains in situ, then they also may tend to minimize the lengths of their septa (i.e., the average surface area of the barrels' sides may be minimized).
Results Using Interactive Methods
Honda's methods give visual and numerical measures of Dirichletness. Both support the hypothesis that barrels are Dirichlet domains, but this support is qualified, because the measures are sensitive to potential errors introduced during data collection, and because there are known distortions inherent in translating in vivo barrel geometries into computerized form. We therefore devised the method of "superposition" that obviates barrel field reconstruction by manual entry of edges. A complete cortical barrel field pattern is obtained in a single section (Welker and Woolsey, 1974; Strominger and Woolsey, 1987) . The pattern is then digitized and displayed on a color monitor, where barrel hollows and septa are clearly discernible (see Fig. SA, left) . Corresponding analytic boundaries are generated by locating and adjusting provisional center points by hand. A result of this interactive process is seen in Figure SA (right) .
Superposition produces an upper bound on the mismatch between patterns (i.e., the potential match must always be better than that obtained), whereas Honda's estimate can be more or less than the true deviation value, depending on the reconstruction. A strict lower bound is not obtainable with the superposition method, because interactive maneuvering of centers can continue indefinitely and the degree of pattern mismatch does not necessarily decrease monotonically or converge.
An estimate of the practical lower bound of superposition was made by superimposing over networks composed of true Dirichlet domains. As Figure 5C shows, such patterns could be approximated, but not precisely matched, by manual placement of centers.
Frankly non-Dirichletiform networks, such as in Figure 4B, could hardly be matched at all. In superposition, neighboring center points are tightly coupled. Moving one center point requires the relocation of many of its neighbors (and often their neighbors as well) in order to maintain correspondence between raw and synthetic patterns. This "rippling" generates a kinesthetic sense of tension scaled with the poorness of fit. Since kinesthetic criteria are not easy to measure, the ultimate determinant remains a visual judgment of the extent to which two patterns overlap. With Honda's original method there is no simple way even by global shrinkage to compensate individually for errors, made during data input, that contribute to visual mismatch, but with superpositioning there are many opportunities to refine the correspondence locally. As with Honda's method, tissue distortion from histological processing remains a potential confound. Finally, we hybridized our interactive superpositioning procedure with Honda's (1978) assessment of deviation, by interactively repositioning the vertices of the synthetic domains (see Materials and Methods) . This approach gives deviation values («0.007) for the interior rows of the barrel field. These values are much less than obtained by manual reconstruction methods and are well within "nucleation" range, and the visual correspondence to the barrel patterns remains qualitatively similar. The true agreement still must be better than these manually attained upper bounds.
Results for Variant Barrel Fields
The question of whether barrels exemplify Dirichlet domains does not hinge merely on how accurately a set of imperfect measures match abstractly perfect Dirichlet polygons. It is also important that the analogy be generalizable and provide new biological insights. For instance, do Dirichlet domains account for or match to biological variations? One advantage of the whisker-barrel system is that its geometry can be altered experimentally by genetic, biochemical, and Figure 3C , might fit some of these curved boundaries bener. Scale bar. 200 Mm.
surgical means (for a review, see Woolsey, 1990) . If Dirichlet domains are indicative of a general mechanism, then experimentally produced extra barrels, abnormal regions in barrel cortex, and the barrels that surround them all should be Dirichlet domains. Illustrations in Figure 8 show patterns resulting from genetic addition (B) and experimental deletion (C) of whiskers, which have been matched by superposition. These examples indicate that the formalism accounts for modi6cations in the reticulum and that these variations in pattern relate to changes in center points. The superposition method can be used to generate a variety of test patterns (predictions) for planning experiments.
Discussion
The barrels of mouse somatosensory cortex closely resemble Dirichlet domains. At a minimum, this formalism provides a vastly simplified method for approximating the barrel field, since only a single point is required to specify the location and shape of each barrel. Additionally, the correspondence is not accidental, since Dirichlet domains do not describe arbitrary kinds of reticulated patterns. These considerations make the Dirichlet domain an attractive metaphor for conceptualizing cortical pattern formation. The model would be even more compelling if other descriptors were known to be less likely. The proposition also requires a biologically plausible mechanism to form this geometry. Below we discuss some of the alternative descriptive models and potential biological mechanisms.
Alternative Models
(1) Cracking (as seen in crazed ceramic, parched earth, or basaltic columns) is plausible for the brain by virtue of the tensions introduced by synaptic adhesions or other localized elements. In fact, sections of cortex allowed to dry often form cracks on barrel boundaries, where, among other differences, there are many fewer synapses acting as junctional complexes. However, this begs the question of how synapses (or other contractile elements) initially become concentrated in barrel hollows. Moreover, barrels (and barreloids) arise synchronously, whereas cracks form sequentially (Aydin and DeGraff, 1988).
(2)"Interference" phenomena, such as hypothesized for visual sensation (Kulikowski and Bishop, 1981) , also are possible. Theoretically, two-dimensional "Fourier" fundamentals could generate barrel field patterns, simultaneously and without requiring spatially distinct centers. However, there are no documented phenomena within or imposed on the neonatal cortex (such as oscillations of electrical or biochemical activity) that are appropriate to play the part of the requisite series of waveforms and their coefficients.
Potential Mechanisms
(1) Benard cells are a class of mechanism to generate regular Dirichletiform patterns arising spontaneously by convection in media having the appropriate composition and containment (Whitehead, 1971) . Oil placed in a pan and heated uniformly can exhibit a range of dynamic three-dimensional cells that appear hexagonal or linear. The critical determinants of whether Benard patterns form are the dimensionless Reynolds number (A^,.) of the system and the physical boundary conditions. Empirically, for any physical system, if N Rf is below about 1700, then Benard convection is not expected (Whitehead, 1971) .
The Reynolds number for a system is calculated from the system's density times its characteristic length times its characteristic velocity all divided by its viscosity (see Cartwright, 1985) . The Reynolds number of cortex is not known. For approximation (in centimeter-gram-second units), the density of cortex is «1 gm/cc, the characteristic length should be no more than «1 cm (several times the thickness of mouse conical plate), and the characteristic velocity should be no greater than =0.0005 cm/sec (400 mm/d is the fastest rate of axonal transport). If brain viscosity were more than about 10~8 poise (gm/cmsec), Benard cells would be unlikely to form in cortex. Brain tissue is more viscous than water, which is given a value of 10~2 poise. Thus, the estimated Reynolds number for brain appears to be about a million times too small to form Benard cells (i.e., brain A^ may be =0.005 vs 1700).
(2) In the periphery one faces the similar question of how vibrissae initially become spaced. Perhaps mechanisms operating there (which are local, since they can occur even in excised skin; see Andres and Van der Loos, 1982) , are reiterated in cortex. Meinhardt (1982) and others (e.g., Van der Loos et al., 1986) , argue that "reaction-diffusion" systems are responsible for setting the intervals between arrays of facial whiskers, like those thought to site scales and feathers (see Davidson, 1983) . Such systems depend on stabilization of early random perturbations to establish discrete sources and diffuse sinks of shortrange excitatory and long-range inhibitory com- Figure 9 . Dirichlei pattern of whiskers. This drawing shows the Dirichlet domains when each vibrissa on the face is considered a domain center. Peripheral trigeminal aflerems populate the face uniformly initially. Each domain boundary can define those libers that will innervate a single whisker. The center points that generated this diagram were obtained from one historical section of a flattened whisker pad from an adult mouse. Each point marks the medulla of a single hair, traced using a camera lucida.
pounds. The characteristic inter-vibrissal spacing thus may be a property of the amounts and efficacies of such compounds in relation to thresholds of gene activation in dermal cells.
However, there are at least two major difficulties in assuming that the somatosensory cortex and its associated periphery analogously employ this local mechanism in establishing their geometric arrays. First, the homology of patterns at both locations (and also in the thalamus and brainstem; see Fig. 2 ) demands an extraordinary match in the relationships between boundary conditions and diffusion parameters, but even more critical is the question of how experimental perturbations in the face, brainstem, or thalamus could from a distance selectively influence the presumed endogenous reaction-diffusion parameters in the cortex. (See Senft and Woolsey, 1991b , for additional arguments against pattern formation intrinsic to this region of cortex.)
On the other hand, the autocatalytic sources proposed for the periphery can be viewed formally as centers that nucleate Dirichlet domains. Indeed, when whiskers are treated as Dirichlet center points, a pattern results that is remarkably like the reticulated motifs encountered within the CNS (Fig. 9) . Hence, processes of pattern formation in the CNS need not differ fundamentally from that on the face. The number of foci should match that of barrels or whiskers, although the physical realization of center points likely differs in brain and skin.
The Prediction of Centers
Before considering the mechanism that we consider the most plausible, based on the known properties of this system, it is important to address directly one point of logic. Although barrel boundaries are well matched by the Dirichlet domain formalism, must one deduce that each barrel possesses a center point or a Figure 10 . Developmental properties conferred by Gaussians. This drawing relates several key observations from Senft and Woolsey (1991a. b| on the Dirichlet domain formalism. Groups of TCAs arising from VB terminate in cortex without maintaining nearest-neighbor relationships. Broken and solidVB cells, their axons. and their terminals arise from adjacent barreloids. Similarly keyed histograms above show the distribution density of terminal branches in the cortex. Statistically, each TCA is likely to send at least one process into the region of cortex that at maturity will be appropriate to its barreloid of origin. Moreover, because the overall pathway is mapped approximately, the ensemble of terminations from each group will roughly describe a Gaussian, centered on the appropriate cortical region. The histograms illustrate that each group provides the predominant afferent input to some region of cortex, and these regions correspond to the sites of future barrels. Wherever afferent terminals from a given group are in sufficiem density relative to other elements in the same local region of cortex, they branch in concert to evolve from Gaussians into the dense plexuses characteristic of the mature barrels. Whereas the initial overall projection is uniform, branching will accelerate near peaks of terminal distributions, as defined implicitly by prior segregation of the barreloids in VB. Coherently active and preferentially arborizing fibers could expand outward, and inappropriate branches could be lost to "square" the distributions and leave relatively little overlap.
center of mass? In the strictest sense, no, for some precisely Dirichletiform structures can be created without centers. For instance, an array of square Dirichlet domains can be formed from two mutually perpendicular systems of parallel lines, as in a grid. However, such patterns are unknown in nature. Instead, virtually every natural occurrence of Dirichlet structures can be viewed as organized from centers. Crystals nucleate about "seed" points, stickleback territories center on nests, and birds of the tundra act as delocalized sources defending a statistical center (Tanemura and Hasegawa, 1980) . In practice, the identification of natural Dirichletiform patterns implies nucleation at points or centers of mass acting as points.
Centers Observed in Development
The mathematical analyses predict that discrete structures or centers of mass that minimize some quantity should be found at the locations of future barrel centers in developing barrel cortex as the barrels emerge. The major elements that constitute or invade layer IV of the cortex before barrels become visible were enumerated, and whether each could determine barrel structure was considered (see Senft and Woolsey, 1991a , for details). We concluded that the TCAs are the sole agents initiating barrels. Therefore, it is appropriate to find out whether thalamocortical afferents exhibit foci in cortex before barrels form. One possibility is that afferents emerging from each barreloid are tightly bundled, as fascicles, on entry into layer IV, en route to the upper cortex. This had been conjectured, less formally (Rice and Van der Loos, 1977; Wise and Jones, 1978) . Such hypothetical discrete sites of thalamocortical entry could play the role of Dirichlet centers in establishing the barrels visible in more mature animals.
In the preceding articles, we described the ingrowth of TCAs during the formative period, at a level' that resolves single ingrowing axons (Senft and Woolsey, 1991a,b) . Labeled TCAs do not invade the cerebral cortex as spaced fascicles of tightly packed axons. Rather, they enter cortex as a uniformly dense tangle and gradually (and then rapidly) cluster as and where cytoarchitectonically defined barrels appear. Nevertheless, is there evidence that TCAs establish center points during development and actually nucleate barrels? Several experimental observations prior to barrel formation are relevant. (1) Labeling a discrete region in the thalamus marks a discrete zone of cortex that decrements laterally in a "Gaussian" manner (Senft and Woolsey, 1991a,b) . (2) Even at birth, label put into adjacent regions of thalamus marks adjacent regions of cortex. Thus, the overall projection pathway is approximately topographic long before barrels are visible (Dawson and Killackey, 1985; Senft and Woolsey, 1991a) . (3) Subdivision of the ventrobasal complex of the thalamus (VB) into barreloids occurs by postnatal day 3 (Belford and Killackey, 1979; Christensen and Woolsey, 1988) , after TCA ingrowth to presumptive layer IV. This is particularly clear in material labeled with l,l'-dioctodecyl-3,3,3',3'-tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate (Senft, 1989 ; S. L. Senft, unpublished observations).
One may deduce from these observations that the process of forming barreloids within VB partitions an existing uniform TCA projection into one composed of numerous implicitly distinct afferent populations, one per barreloid. Each population presents as a Gaussian distribution of terminal branches in cortex, which initially overlaps its neighbors sufficiently to retain the unfluctuating projection overall. Iht peak of each Gaussian likely corresponds to a Dirichlet center point, acting as a center of mass at the site of its corresponding future barrel (Fig. 10) . We have not been able to establish by direct labeling that the Gaussian distributions from adjacent barreloids have the interpeak spacing expected of emerging barrels, but this should follow logically if the projection from VB to cortex is not significantly skewed locally (see Fig. 10 ).
Collective Nucleation
Individual collaterals of a TCA axon to somatosensory cortex can be reinforced selectively to arborize or can be neglected to wither (Senft and Woolsey, 1991a,b) . Why do separate branches belonging to the same axon experience diametric fates? The Dirichlet formalism provides an answer. The collective terminal field of each barreloid, being approximately Gaussian in cortex, defines a region (having a "center") in which there is an increased probability of encountering processes derived from that same barreloid. Each axon, even if extending branches at random, is likely to have some collaterals lying in relation to the peak from its own barreloid and others extending into distant territory dominated by afferent input from another barreloid. Since dense clusters of afferents eventually form with a spacing matching that of barrels, we infer that "like" afferent collaterals, in this case arising from the same thalamic locale, have an advantage when they are physically near to each other.
In this way multiple TCA populations with centers of mass can collectively specify polygonal domains that selectively promote the growth and survival only of those processes that are located appropriately relative to their sites of origin. Moreover, bifurcation of each reinforced axonal branch increases the probability that its daughter branches and nearby daughter branches from the same fiber group will lie near collegial axons. Consequently, collaterals can arborize progressively under the peaks, accumulating terminals nonlinearly. These burgeoning afferent clusters undoubtedly specify the future sites of cytoarchitectonically defined barrels. The explanation that we propose for their formation depends upon the behavior of a population of afferents, rather than on the properties of single afferents. Furthermore, the mechanism does not require any patterning intrinsic to the cortex.
Further Considerations
(1) Many Dirichlet domains in nature arise from competitive forces (see Honda, 1983) . In brain, generally, the concept of competition is already well established (Guillery, 1972; Garraghty et al., 1986; ConstantinePaton and Ferrari-Eastman, 1987; Casagrande and Condo, 1988) and so is readily plausible for barrels, yet the current context emphasizes that barrel domains form by cooperation (within each afferent group) as well as competition (between adjacent groups). Cooperation appears to drive focal afferent branching, whereas competition may regulate pruning processes, and the two together lead to the typical clustering of the afferents.
Competitive pruning in accordance with Dirichlet principles alone yields tightly abutting clusters and does not account directly for the characteristic widths of septa. However, afferent density in the septa decreases with age, and this nonetheless may be due to TCA pruning, which has been found in this system (Senft and Woolsey, 1991b) . Also, other space-occupying elements in the cortex (such as dendrites, axons, or glial processes, which themselves contribute no pattern information) clearly may contribute to the final form of the reticulum. One possibility is that there is an active movement away from barrel centers of components that accumulate along lines midway between center points. An unproven proposal is that markers on the boundaries help to form barrels by discouraging additional arborization (Steindler et al., 1990) .
(2) Because of the conjointly cooperative and competitive nature of barrel formation, sources having too few axons as compared to their neighbors may not be able to form a plurality in any part of their target field, and will fail to acquire or keep any territory. This may help to explain why sparingly innervated whiskers have no central anatomical representation (Welker and Van der Loos, 1986) . Our evaluation suggests that barreloids (and barrelettes, the whisker patches of the trigeminal complex) are also Dirichletiform. Thus, it will be interesting to see whether there are whisker representations, established by Dirichlet domainforming mechanisms in subcortical source nuclei, that fail to propagate up the neuraxis.
If a minimum number of fibers is needed by a group simply to gain territory, then even in the absence of competition, a region occupied by a group of fibers still could exhibit boundaries. This follows from dilution in afferent density with distance from a center, since each axon evidently has a finite range it can cover. Indeed, some barrel field borders are nearly as sharply defined as the septa, as if thresholded and competitive, while others are diffuse, as expected from simple gradual dilution and uncontested outgrowth.
(3) Reasoning from the mathematics, the spacings between Dirichlet centers of mass should be the dominant factor regulating the sizes of territories established in the cortex. Adding an additional center (i.e., to a standardized Dirichlet representation of the normal barrel field) should competitively carve out a domain from the nearest-neighbor domains, but should not perturb the boundaries of centers at greater distances. Likewise, removal of a center will permit neighboring domains to expand to near confluence in the vacated territory (see Fig. 8B, C) . Based on this mathematical behavior, a variety of biological experiments could be devised to test this feature of the Dirichlet model of the whisker system. This means for regulating size also has implications for numerical scaling between peripheral (whisker) and central (barrel) structures (Lee and Woolsey, 1975; Welker and Van der Loos, 1986) . According to the Dirichlet formulation, the size of a barrel can be independent of the number of afferents subserving it but very sensitive to the locations of their centers of mass. The fact that cortical area nonetheless is proportional to peripheral fiber number suggests that the spacing of CNS centers and assignment of peripheral fiber number are yoked events.
In cortex the center point spacing is determined by partitioning in VB. Analogous processes likely oc-cur, recursively, between the brainstem trigeminal complex and VB, and between the face and the brainstem. Ultimately, however, one must explain how the spacing of centers in the brainstem could reflect apportionment of sensory axons in the face. This is readily conceivable. The vibrissae are the ultimate Dirichlet center points for barrels, three synapses distant; they may act locally as centers on the face as well. Each may dominate a polygonal territory on the muzzle within which to recruit trigeminal axons. This recruitment process, which is not yet characterized, evidently precedes partitioning the central axons of trigeminal ganglion cells already in the brainstem into groups having appropriately spaced centers of mass (R. W. Rhoades, personal communication).
Apparent exceptions to this "democratic" recruitment on the face are the supernumerary vibrissae (Welker and Van der Loos, 1986) , which project to barrels that are larger than predicted from the number of axons innervating the whisker. The extra whiskers' central representations are Dirichletiform; thus, their size may be regulated by competitions among centers of mass, like other barrels. The reason for this may be that, regardless of the number of fibers in the trigeminal nerve recruited by a whisker, the location of the group's center of mass will remain unchanged, simply reflecting which fibers are recruited. This rule applies also to the situation in which whiskers lose 80% of their fibers when exogenous anti-NGF is given, but still produce barrels of normal size (see Sikich et al., 1986) .
Extensions
The first part of this article was concerned with measurement of barrel geometry and supported the conclusion that Dirichlet domains are an efficient means to describe barrels. Next, potential mechanisms for forming barrels were considered, and a coherent interpretation of the developmental biology of the whisker pathway emerged, based on principles that underlie Dirichlet polygons. We now consider a more global question of a possible meaning for barrels. In particular, is functional advantage given by these specific polygonal shapes, or are these geometric figures accidental consequences of superordinate physiological processes?
From information theory it is known that automatic categorization of arbitrary signals can be effected efficiently and elegantly by forming geometric structures that are essentially Dirichletiform regions, seeded by prototypic examples of each category (Shannon, 1949) . Also, from cognitive science it appears that categorization by humans behaves as though the first learned instance of a category becomes established as a prototype or nucleus to which later instances are referred (Rosch, 1975) . For instance, if a child's first experience with an animal is with a pet cat, then for a time all animals are "cat." CNS Dirichlet domains, exemplified by barrels, thus might be anatomical manifestations of a more general property that permits brain tissue to categorize inputs efficiently.
Operationally, categorization of whisker input in barrel cortex depends on two phenomena that might be shared widely: (1) centers of mass are introduced as cooperative "groups" within a previously homogeneous afferent projection, and (2) linearized domains are carved out from competition between the groups. However, if this kind of categorization is widely expressed as Dirichlet domains, then why haven't such polygons been reported more frequently in mammalian CNS? First, few mammalian sensory inputs are as separable as those provided by whiskers. One analogous case is the visual cortex, which has separate inputs from the two eyes. There, too, Dirichlet geometries have been used to describe ocular dominance patterns (Schwartz, 1986; Anderson et al., 1988) . It is interesting that ocular dominance stripes are sharply bounded between the two (discontinuous) eyes, but not with respect to a single eye (along the axis of a stripe). Interestingly, too, the barrel field first shows up as bands in the tangential plane, one per row of whiskers (S. L. Senft and T. A. Woolsey, unpublished observations) .
Second, growth processes occurring after the formation of a nucleated pattern may make the pattern less Dirichletiform. This clearly happens in rat VB, which becomes so riddled by fiber bundles that many barreloid boundaries are obscured (see Belford and Killackey, 1979) . In the barrel field this might account for certain unusually wide interrow septa, which in adult rats can preclude the complete tiling of somatosensory cortex by barrels. In the mouse, barrels D3, D4, and D5 proved difficult to match exactly against barrels C4 and C5 (using the superpositioning method) . These particular mismatches may also arise from localized distortions of cortex by subsequent growth.
Third, although barrels have nearly linear Dirichletiform geometries, a set of points need not establish linear boundaries when carving a two-dimensional space into categories. One possibility is that the polygonal Dirichlet interfaces seen in brain represent minimal solutions to point-sourced categorization (in terms of surface area, efficiency, competition, etc.). Natural systems minimize a quantity known as "action," or work through time. Action has the dimensions of mass-distance 2 /time. One way to minimize its magnitude is to keep distance 2 small, when mass and time are constant or increasing. The sum of the squared distances between three linear points is minimal when the points are spaced equidistantly (as with two Dirichlet center points and a third point lying on their perpendicular bisector).
Fourth, Dirichlet domains are not restricted to polygons. Only for the simplest Dirichlet formalism (as when equipotent "seed" points are established simultaneously in a very plastic medium) are domain boundaries linear and the sizes and polygonal shapes of domains determined solely by the spacing of points. Varying the time, rate, or strength between nucleation processes (as in crystals; Johnson and Mehl, 1939) results in hyperbolic boundaries and domains, which are no longer convex polygons but "star figures" (see Figs. 3C,4C ). Extending the definition to include nu-cleating line segments in addition to points produces a combination of parabolic and linear edges (Drysdale, 1978) .
Collectively, these variants offer considerable potential for testing the hypothesis that a range of brain patterns arise by way of nucleation. Schwartz (1986 Schwartz ( , 1988 used such curved line segments as sources for generalized Voronoi regions to describe ocular dominance stripes in macaque visual cortex. In a more immediate instance, certain of the barrel field septa (e.g., between barrels 3 and 4 of rows A and B in Figs. 1, 6, and 7) characteristically are bowed slightly and thus are difficult to explain wholly using only the simplest Dirichlet model (seeded by contemporaneous points).
Fifth, based on analogies to neural networks, cognitive categories may manifest generally as higherdimensional "basins of attraction" to which networks of neuropil are capable of relaxing (Hopfield, 1987) . Dirichlet domains, too, readily generalize to w-dimensionalpolytopes (Drysdale, 1978; Watson, 1981) . Moreover, with overlearning, attracting basins become more sharply focused on their nucleating associations, and the watershed boundaries between them more closely approximate Dirichletiform polytopes. Less regular or less distinct domains are expected also in the CNS, from less practiced associations, yet ultimately one would expect them (like barrels) to be organized by focal afferent clustering (for possible examples, see Marin-Padilla, 1974; Hollander and Vanegas, 1981; Landry and Deschenes, 1981) or by recruitment of spatially (or functionally) neighboring synapses.
Prospects
To translate minimization of action into terms appropriate to the developmental cell biology of axons, or into real synaptic networks that can be examined experimentally in sufficient detail to test for brain domains in their higher-dimensional guises, will take time. Meanwhile, it may help to consider the energetics involved in transforming an unpatterned region of cortex into a patterned one, especially as they relate to properties that may be minimized, such as afferent (mis)correlations. It should be particularly instructive to focus upon variations of the barrel theme: brain loci in which functional Dirichlet boundaries are more distinct than structural ones, such as the cat somatosensory cortex, where electrical recordings suggest that the body surface is mapped into discrete polygonal mosaics, but in the absence of obvious discontinuities at the periphery (see Favorov et al., 1987) . Conversely, it also should be instructive to study faceted structural domains in brains having less clearly understood causes or functional correlates. Examples include cortical laminations, the polygonal aspects of the anterior thalamic nuclei of mice (see Senft, 1989) , and the strikingly patterned facial lobes in catfish (Marui et al., 1988) . One potential strategy for carrying out these kinds of studies is given by Pearson et al. (1987) .
Overview
Nervous systems respond competently to an "outside world." For mammalian cortex, that world includes not only events relayed through the animal's sense organs but also those generated by the rest of the CNS. During development, the cortex comes to echo features found in those external realms. Certain of these features are visible macroscopically (e.g., Welker and Campos, 1963; Welker and Johnson, 1965) , and some require finer-grained inspection, while others are inferred (e.g., auditory maps; Suga et al., 1983 ; single neuron feature detectors ; Ferster, 1981; hidden units; Sejnowski, 1988) .
CNS complexity precludes that all its features are encoded genomically (e.g., Bloom et al., 1988; Sutcliffe, 1988) . Therefore, means must exist for each brain to acquire some of its morphological characteristics "adaptively." This seems particularly probable for brain structures, like barrels, that faithfully resemble changeable external phenomena, and this epigenetic expectation for barrel pattern formation is borne out by numerous studies. Heretofore, the principles governing this process were unknown. Characterization of the barrels as Dirichlet domains provides such a principle and also gives clues concerning mechanisms operating at the axonal level.
Evidently, developing rodent somatosensory cortex is presented first with a ' defocused" representation oftheemergingstructureofVB(seeFig. 10). Initially, the naive cortex is taxed to interpret this spatially blurred image conveyed to it by masses of meandering TCAs. In time, increasingly distinct correlations, indicative of separate whiskers, are transformed (by as yet uncharacterized coincidence detectors, acting at the level of individual branches) into progressively sharpened areal domains of coherence. After a week of postnatal life involving selectively augmented arborization and pruning, the cortex has learned to classify its thalamic input as coming from distinct "whiskers." Now, instead of the rodent equivalent of a chaotic inner screen (Armstrong-James, 1973) , there is an explicit spatial addressing. Domain boundaries are sharp and linear in proportion to the reiterated contrasts between correlated whisker inputs.
There are many reasons for believing that, early in development, neocortex is equipotential. One of the clearest demonstrations of this is that fetal occipital cortex can form barrel-like structures when transplanted into neonatal parietal regions (see Schlaggar and O'Leary, 1991) . Teleologically, crystallization of steady-state patterns within a cortical tabla rasa, as sketched above, could provide an opportunity to optimize cortical correlational capacity for analysis later on of moment-to-moment changes. What we show here is that one example of this developmental strategy canbe modeled using relatively simple geometry that implies the cooperative action of populations of afferents, economizing on energy, and minimizing distance and time between related elements. We think it likely that much of brain organization is Dirichletiform, based on contemporaneous and serial seeding of focal points.
